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Presenting @ EUNIS 2010 in Warsaw

- Joint presentation inside the RS$^3$G workshop
- TERENA session during the conference
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EU Thematic Network Universal ID

- EU Thematic Network Universal ID (SSEDIC consortium) *Scoping the Single European Digital Identity Community*
- Work for a Single European Digital Identity Comunity
- Launching an *European Large Scale Action*
- Interesting neighbourhood (SWIFT, IBM, M$, . . . )
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- schacPersonalUniqueID
schacHomeOrganizationType
should it be multivalued?

Quick summary of the discussion on the list
eduGAIN recommends its use on IdPs
institutions usually belong to more than one type
UNESCO IESC levels proposed as a first approach
Thomas L. voices AuthR concerns
OrganizationType is a property
A new beta version of the schema has been published
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Quick summary of the discussion on the list

- eduGAIN recommends its use on IdPs
- institutions usually belong to more than one type
- UNESCO IESC levels proposed as a first approach
- Thomas L. voices AuthR concerns
- OrganizationType is a *property* of the organization
- A new *beta* version of the schema has been published
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- Univocal identification of individuals
- A standard exists for the MRZ of ID documents
- Data entry ease
- No mappings
- Timed validity information available
- Just one value needed in the registry under :int:
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time to defrost

It has spent spring and summer in the freezer

- Why? Work load
- Peter Saint-Andre offered help
- I could use some input ;-)
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Tak!